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the earth screamed and screamed and screamed and all we could do was hold our breaths

black pavement, snowflakes, they were dancing like

traffic lights, the blur of vessels in the distance, rain sliding off umbrellas
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Petermon
 Japanese
A Digimon which has the
appearance of a boy that dances
freely in the sky. It tempts
young and childish Digimon
that refuse to evolve with,
"Let's make a country just for
children," calling them to the
children's world of
"Never-Ever Land" that it
built. It's said to have a
naive and innocent personality,
but thanks to its purity there
a brutality lurks within. In
particular, although it calls
it a "Pretend Punishment", it
mercilessly beats Digimon who
break their promises. With
Petermon's first-class
handling of its sword, it
delicately manipulates the
knife on its hip to punish the
opponent. It relentlessly
chases its opponents while
smiling scornfully with the
dazzling swordplay of its
"Snipe Sting", whose blows hit
the vitals precisely, or its
"Twinkle Shoot", which if it's
thrown, pursues the opponent
until it hits. Also, the
"Midnight Fantasia" melody of
Petermon's breezy whistling is
able to freely manipulate the
young Digimon sleeping nearby
while they are still asleep.
Kanji/Kana: ピーターモン
Romanization: Pītāmon
Digimoji: Dcpi3
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w.pngTest4a.png
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English | Peter
From Peter Pan (「ピーター パン」
Pītā Pan), a magical boy who
can fly and never grows up, and
the main character of the
eponymous play Peter Pan
Year Active 2011
Game/V-Pet Digimon Crusader
Card 4-044

copyleft

your rationality is
a colonial construct
that legitimates the
liberal-capitalist
state’s monopoly on
violence, decimates
indigenous cultures
and logi cs, and
d i s p o s s e s s e s
everyone but the
bourgeois of an open
relation with the
land, yo u prick
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a fever wake
on the eviction of Jordan Peterson™

from RuPaul’s Drag Race™

The lights grow dim. The roaring screech of eurodance accompanies a

tearful Jordan Peterson™ as he is escorted out of RuPaul’s Drag Race™

by a security guard who gazes into every direction but that of the

camera.

“IF YOU CAN’T LOVE YOURSELF, HOW IN THE HELL YOU GONNA LOVE

SOMEBODY ELSE,” RuPaul™ booms over the frenetic rave, her signature

chuckle following soon after. Peterson™ bursts into a new wave of

tears.

Suddenly, we are back in the Interior Illusions™ Lounge. A flustered

Peterson™ gesticulates wildly over his harshly critiqued, unaltered

costume ― the same blue suit he has worn all season.

“These SOVIET SOCIAL CONSTRUCTIVISTS, look, I get it, they have great

ideals, fantastic ideals, but the reality of the situation of the real is that

things just are! And while I get it, I truly do, I absolutely do, their

POSTMODERN MARXIST doctrine would do away with the world!” He

suddenly smacks his hand on the table beside himself and turns to a
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doll of RuPaul™ in drag. “Could you tell me, right here and now, that this

table is socially constructed? That it was a collectively enacted upon

social project sourced from manifold labourers around the globe,

endowed with meaning only through historically-constituted and

constitutive matrices of performative engagements? Because that is

what these PC MAD MILLENIAL MARXISTS would claim — that this table

doesn’t exist.”1

He is now in the car park, crouched beside the dumpsters, shaking

uncontrollably in his soiled suit. “All I wanted was a rational world, free

from ideology,” he sobs, “free . . . free for the market . . . the fair

market . . . to rule . . .”

As the scene fades to black, Peterson’s™ escort hands him a tissue,

angled so that the camera captures, in full view, the brand logo:

Absolute™.

ubu ~/` boo-boo

1 Ed. The competing queen Penny PoSay™ rolls her eyes in the background. She is
immediately transported into the pure white Interior Illusions™ BACKSTAGE Lounge,
where she crouches to soliloquy into the camera. “I. Couldn’t. Believe. When he
conflated critical theory and post-structuralism under the rubric of cultural Marxism.
Um. Hello?? Saussure and Hegel weren’t Bff’s. Hasn’t he even watched last season?”
Cut to the PHOTOSHOOT – Petermon™ clings to his lobster-hierophant hat as
high-powered fans blast him from trampoline to trampoline. “What social? What
infrastructure?” he screeches over his network of high-velocity turbines. “To blame
structures for your suffering is slave morality. There is only the will to POWER . . . but
also the archetypes,” he meekly concludes, before a wayward gust catapults him into
Penny PoSay’s™ costume rack. He disappears in an explosion of sequins.
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The obscene corpse of discourse - OR Liberal White Dude usual complaints

Failing to free the misery of either, the equivocation the Social IS the Political
instead empties both: all objective conditions reduced to life-style-choices – the
immanent ecological demise of most existing life a customer branding issue. Either
buy your GREEN party licence bio-cup, or forget about it completely. Man-made
omni-genocidal species culls are cool, I guess, I prefer pop-punk myself. The
flip-side, all social-ills are reified into political-matrices: Silently turn away
from whomever pains you and write a blog manifesto in the corner of nowhere
transcribing your pain into universal law - every micro-aggression, every
micro-resentment must be redeemed in the FULL EXPOSURE of virtual circulation. The
only available tools are foreclosure and cages: Late Night Tumblr scroll: a post
venting about self harm and suicide: Single comment: You need to trigger warn this.
Another: lowerclass, white, 12yr old complains he is bullied at his predominantly
black school. One reply: Don’t you know that reverse-racism doesn’t exist? Racism
refers to the structural effects of institutional relations. If the RIGHT insists
every social pathology is the parasitic toxicity of outsiders; the LEFT insists every
personal ill is only admitted to speak through the substratum of the systemic; be
weighed before the Qualitatively-Interlocking institutions of curatorial
moralization. The only acceptable subject position is one of victim-hood, yet the
exulted illusive VICTIM-CAPTIAL that the right lives in such resentment of must be
immediately exchanged for universal currency. Intersectional identifiers
circulating solely for sign value in a closed community of rural white south islanders.
Politics without Praxis the smothering of all social-ill in featureless cabinets.

This is not to deny the ‘reality’ of micro-aggression etc. but to question the
insistence of reducing any singularity of social-antagonism to the particularity of
the political’s total law; to assert every suffering must be screened through the
filters of legitimacy to determine the basis of any reply. The left, in recognizing
everything is ideology, resolve to live as the automation of instrumental logics,
endlessly replicating political truths to no-one in particular. “Have you heard of
gas-lighting?” ‘yeah, I’m in theatre-studies, we looked at the play-‘ “Well, whatever.
What’s important is IT’S WRONG.” Virtue signaling – yet signaling to nothing; a wall
of foghorns in the mist. Yet, if the left Knowingly reduce themselves to vehicles
of propaganda, the right don’t even get that far: IDEOLOGY is the delusion of SJW’s
- Peterson exulting that all harm be mitigated by self-help - perhaps if black kids
tidied their beds regularly and had more self-respect, they wouldn’t be the
indiscriminate victims of police violence. If FREE-SPEECH for the left means
protecting their own, the right insists the freedom is neutral and unequivocal, while
using death, rape threats and confidentiality clauses on any dissenting expression.

The (Ur-cultural-marxist) Adorno: ‘the condition of all truth must be to let suffering
speak’, the (UR-SJW) Butler: it’s not that the unspeakable doesn’t speak, but that
“the speakable speaks the unspeakable into silence.” The insistence, then, on the
regulatory reproduction of truth becomes the great weapon of its silencing. The
insistence the social IS political becomes a necrophantic shell game; a
Doubling-Illusion where each animates the other, to hide that both died long ago.
Someone didn’t do the dishes; quick, everyone turn to a different corner and scream
‘ITS NOT MY JOB TO EDUCATE YOU’ to people they can’t stand to face.

- NouveauReactaconPrime
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(INDEFENCE)OF (IDENTITY) POLITIKS

I am in constant terror of being infiltrated by crypto-libertarians and / or

fascists. It is amostly irrational fear, but one thatmaterialised last

weekend, surrounded bywhite-passing friends inmy lounge as they

disparage the concept ofmicroaggressions (a termcoined by African

American scholar Chester Pierce, detailing the persistent devaluing of

African voices in America) never having been asked themselves by

strangerswhere they come from—no,where they really come from—

no,where their parents came from—no, the specific trajectory of their
parents’ foreign descent into colonial Aotearoa, ancestral lineage of

Mitochondrial Eve: Korea, Japanor China? Exotic landscape of the Other:

thewhite cosmopolitan citizen listing off a quantitative inventory of black,

Hispanic andAsians friends, Indian, Thai and Japanese restaurants, on a

globe-trotting trip through London.We’re allmulticultural now, thewhite

politician announces before a blur of smiling coloured faces—

governmental pamphlet visuals.

This is the politics ofwhite privilege: tomake suffering universal— to

downplay the unequal denigration of subject-positions they themselves

do not experience (and thus, does not exist in their eyes). To revel in a

lack disconnected frompower: the lack of not being subjugated, of not

being included in their own violent destruction of every other culture

deemed barbaric (in need of conquering), parasitic (in need of expulsion)

or exotic (in need of appropriation). (I want to be outraged aswell! It’s not

fair thatmy ancestorsweren’t subjugated!) African, Hispanic, Jewish,

migrant Asian (etc.) reduced to the reified images of tom-toms,Mardi

Gras, Holocaust, noodle huts—sign values of consumer capital, trickle

down erosion of all self-worth to the point of violent rejection / excision /
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disavowal (I amnot Asian and neverwill be, for to be Asian is to be

totally-marked by slanted-eyes, family honour, fucking Confucius, fragile

femininity, totalitarian conformity, factory labour, the violent slaughter of

dolphins, whales, cats and dogs and all the other animalsWestern

civilisation has deemedmoreworthy of empathy than its cows, pigs and

sheep).

Always the same response:we have bigger issues to dealwith— fuck

your sensitivity, fuck yourweakness, fuck your persistent encounters

with shame, hatred, potential rape and death—get over it, don’t you know

class struggle? don’t you know the panopticon? don’t you know that the

object is privileged to irony? everyone experiencesmicroaggressions,

everyone experiences sexual harassment, everyone experiences the
genocide of their ownpeople, everyone experiences being locked up in
their ownworkplace by the linemanager as fire burns themalive—don’t

you knowwe live in an equally oppressed society? All suffering is levelled
out to the point ofwhite nihilism—bigotrymasquerading asmisanthropy

— the dismissal of blaming anyone in particular, because one is too busy

blaming everyone. Power become a vacuumand all politics recedes into

interpersonal exchanges, into individual instances of racismor sexism

(that are, nonetheless, amisunderstanding), into one’s own projection of

prejudice—oh, didn’t you know? you’ve been racist to yourself all along.

Not only are the groups in power are excused of any responsibility, along

with themanifold products they produce— the subjugated groups in

question are denied any legitimacy (too bodily, too emotional, too

righteous—anunverifiable Otherness in the eyes ofWestern

rationalism). The centuries longmedia portrayals of black folk in

subservient positions (scopophilic re-enactment of historical slavery) is

reduced to themarker of entertainment—of nothing real, of no effect at

all— as if one’s subjectivitywere not formed through the totality of
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cultural, societal and political relations. If entertainment is not a part of

real life, thenwhere the fuck is real life?Walking past thewater cooler

talking about the latest episode ofWestworld?

I am too tired to summarise anything | a summary.

PC gonemad: the same conservative fuckerswhowould have opposed

the abolition of slavery orwomen’s vote if they’d been born a century ago.

Identity politics has destroyed the left: but there can be no revolution if

everyone is too terrified, suicidal and despondent to leave the house.

These queer blackMarySues are fucking bland: so are themajority of the

culture industry’swhitemale power fantasies.

I am too tired to summarise anything | ergo.

A revolution in lieu of identity: the lie of Enlightenment universalism—

effacement of all difference to the self-sameequivalence principle of

capitalism.

The final instance of labour: identity itself— alwaysmultiple,material and

symbolic— in otherwords, dialectical— in otherwords, a bricolage

greater than its parts.

TheMöbius strip of ontology: emancipation only through a reclamation of

identity politics unto the dismantlement of every psychic hierarchy

alongside theirmaterial arrangements. Never separable,
already-already traversing the other side.

I am too tired to summarise anything | owari.

― thewretched of the left
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a fire broke out back of the fire there previously ‘not like the last time!’ the adults wave their sticks in
anger, all the children jumping in immense pain and merriment, ‘we are the history and memory of fire’
the stick wavers lament ‘in our day the fire had a discernible BASE and SUPERSTRUCTURE, now its all
over the place and sparking everywhere, you can’t intervene in that’ some kids pat the ground in some
places, others in others ‘you can’t intervene in that’ the adults shake their head and turn away
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NEOREACTION A REACTION

 No man is a CATHEDRAL. 

 John Donne

 Be yourself; everyone else is already THE CATHEDRAL. 

 Oscar Wilde

 Two things are infinite: the universe and human stupidity; and I'm not sure about the

CATHEDRAL. 

 Albert Einstein

 In three words I can sum up everything I've learned about life: THE CATHEDRAL. 

 Robert Frost

 I m convinced that about half of what separates the successful entrepreneurs from the

non-successful ones is THE CATHEDRAL. 

 Steve Jobs

 Good friends, good books, and a sleepy conscience: this is the CATHEDRAL. 

 Mark Twain

 Yesterday is history, tomorrow is a mystery, today is a gift of God, which is why we call

it the CATHEDRAL. 

 Bil Keane

 The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars, but in THE CATHEDRAL. 

 William Shakespeare
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It's midday & I'm jumping across bouncy rooftops towards polytech. I should
stay airborne, a dead creature is hunting me.

Each roof is earthy, decrepit, & bordered with low rusty iron fencing;
reminiscent of old cemetery graves. Roof by roof, a pool of vaporous light will
appear belowme. I steer my falls away from the pools & rebound like I'm on a
trampoline, giving the creature no chance to materialize.

I at last drop onto the street outside polytech & meet a guy.

We stop outside the teachers college kindergarten. I peer through the fence into
the playground. I just saw a child die here, yet I don't see any sign of them here.
The kids are just playing in the sand.

The boy in front of me convulses & falls down. My heart sinks. I spot a caregiver
& yell out to her. She rushes over & cradles the pale boy. Children have already
dug out a gravewhere he fell.

We go next door into an enclosed steam room. Near naked old men with towels
crowd & waddle around in the low-lit mist. We find a wooden bench towards
the back & sit in silence.

A woman stabs something into my shoulder & presses the plunger down. I swat
her hand away.

"Hey, what did you inject me with?" I repeat my question to the woman with
pale blonde/violet hair. Her thick black rimmed glasses & business suit give her
a corporate admin vibe. She shrugs in a coy manner; she's not gonna talk. I feel
something course through my body.

I sluggishly get up & we rush to the door. I collapse beside the exit & turn to the
guy, scrabbling at the door hinges. Drug-induced, I glare at the dumb-ass before
slamming the door handle down. We fall out onto the day-lit street & get up.

I pull the syringe out of me. It's branded with "Nordu", stylized like bourgeois
perfume bottles. The liquid contents is transparent & the side handles are
obtuse angled; yet the needle is missing. I press my thumb on the plunger & a
short needle squirts out, retracting when I let go. Interesting design.

Oddly enough I find the sluggishness wearing off quickly. We go to polytech.
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